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HIGH-REACH

PORTFOLIO

iq digital offers

47 PODCASTS 

GREATEST VARIETY

OF TOPICS

iq digital offers

11 

TOPICS

MOST INDIVIDUAL

OCCUPANCY

▪ FIXED POSITION 

PLACEMENT:

Episode

▪ VOLUME 

BOOKING:

Channel, network or

contextual targeting

MOST COMPREHENSIVE

REPORTING

▪ IAB CERTIFIED

▪ exact key figures of the 

audio impressions

▪ user structure of the 

listeners

MOST PROFESSIONAL 

PRODUCTION

Consulting and production

INDIVIDUAL

tailored to your 

campaign goals

Source: AGMA - ma Podcast designation of valid downloads, March 2023 (as of 02.05.2023)
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01 OUR PORTFOLIO
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Strong brands - Exciting topics - High relevance

HEALTH

SPORTS

NEWS

LIFESTYLE 

& 

CULTURE

DIGITA-

LISATION
KNOW-

LEDGE

SUSTAIN-

ABILITY

POLITICS

WORK & 

CAREER

CRIME

WIRT-SCHAFT & 

FINANZEN

ECONOMY 

& FINANCE
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We offer quality and reach

Source: AGMA - ma Podcast designation of valid downloads, March 2023 (as of 02.05.2023)

AGMA 

REACH

20.7 MILLION
Downloads

in the month of March

TOP 

30

6 PODCASTS 
in the

TOP 30

AGMA

IN COMPARISON

this corresponds to

31% 
of the top 30 

range
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Selection of our podcast shows in the agma TOP 15

Source: AGMA - ma Podcast designation of valid downloads, March 2023 (as of 02.05.2023)

2.6 

MILLION
Downloads

9
7.6 

MILLION
Downloads

01 05
3.9 

MILLION
Downloads
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62%

Above average education and quality conscious

Source: Podcast Basic Study 2020, number of cases: n=2,656, survey period: 25.05. - 29.06.2020

have a household income above € 3,000 net

are male

are between 20 - 39 years old 

are willing to pay more money for quality

have higher educational qualifications

are executives/managerial staff

81%

64%

93%

39%

26%
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02 ADVERTISING 
EFFECT
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High acceptance and perception of podcast advertising

Source: iqd Podcast Basic Study 2020, number of cases: n= 2,596, survey period: 25.05. - 29.06.2020

of the listeners 

accept advertising

81%

of the listeners perceive 

advertising

65%
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iq digital relies on Presenter Reads in the form of Native Audio Ads

Bundesverband Digitale Wirtschaft (BVDW) e.V. Whitepaper "Ad Standardization and Advertising Regulation in Online Audio"

HOST READ

In a Host Read Audio Spot, the host 

personally introduces a product or 

service to a podcast. A Host Read Audio 

Ad is mainly placed as a PreRoll or 

MidRoll and is usually recorded directly 

in the podcast episode ("baked-in"). The 

audio spot is thus usually firmly 

integrated into a podcast episode.

◼ Presenter Reads secure the formal 

separation requirement and influence 

prohibition in media law by separating 

advertising and editorial content

◼ Through the use of Presenter Reads, 

the credibility of the podcast hosts 

cannot be doubted

◼ The trust of the listeners in a host 

remains - even with changing 

advertising partners

◼ Presenter Read grants flexibility in the 

playout of audio ads; it can be played 

out on a fixed position and also scalable

as a volume booking

◼ Combinations are possible. For 

example, an audio ad can be placed in a 

fixed position in a podcast episode and 

also scalable in a desired topic 

environment

PRESENTER READ

In Presenter Read, experienced 

speakers who do not belong to the 

podcast editorial team present a product 

or service. The advertising material is 

pre-produced and can thus be played 

out dynamically for a campaign period or 

on the basis of an individual audio 

impression volume in the podcast. 
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PLACEMENT & 
ADVERTISING MEDIA
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Native Audio Ad

PreRoll
First Audio Ad 

after the opening

MidRoll

Second Audio Ad -

embedded in the context

PostRoll

Last Audio Ad 

after the podcast episode
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Native Audio Ad as volume booking

PreRoll
(max. 30 sek.)

PreRoll
(max. 30 sek.)

AdBundle Plus
(Placement according to availability in Pre-

and/or MidRoll)

MidRoll
(max. 30 sek.)

PreRoll
(max. 30 sek.)

PostRoll
(max. 30 sek.)

AdBundle
(Placement according to availability in 

PreRoll and/or MidRoll and/or PostRoll)

MidRoll
(max. 30 sek.)

MidRoll
(max. 30 sek.)

PostRoll
(max. 240 sek.)
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Native Audio Ad as fixed placement

PreRoll
(max. 30 sek.)

PreRoll
(max. 30 sek.)

PostRoll
(max. 60 sek.)

Storytelling Audio Ad 
(PreRoll and PostRoll in combination)

PreRoll
(max. 30 sek.)

PostRoll
(max. 240 sek.)

Advertorial Audio Ad 
(PreRoll and PostRoll in combination)
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◼ Your advertising message is natively recorded by professional 

speakers and thus perfectly embedded in the podcast show

◼ Voice only: neither background noise, music nor jingles disturb 

the native listening experience

◼ Bookable as PreRoll (max. 30 sec.), MidRoll (max. 30 sec.) or 

PostRoll (max. 60 sec.)

Authentic Advertising

With a click on the audio button you will get to the audio sample
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With a click on the audio button you will get to the audio sample

◼ Your advertising message, recorded by professional speakers, 

is enriched by native background sounds and thus becomes a 

360-degree audio experience

◼ The native 3D audio ad becomes a unique and intense sound 

and listening experience

◼ Bookable as PreRoll (max. 30 sec.), MidRoll (max. 30 sec.) or 

PostRoll (max. 60 sec.)

Dive into a new advertising dimension with us

Tip: Listen to the audio spot with headphones to capture 3D audio.
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◼ Two selected speakers in natural dialog convey their advertising 

message as part of a personal conversation

◼ Voice only: neither background noise, music or jingles disturb 

the personal dialog and preserve the native character

◼ Bookable as PreRoll (max. 30 sec.), MidRoll (max. 30 sec.) or 

PostRoll (max. 60 sec.)

Authentic and close - your message in conversation

With a click on the audio button you will get to the audio sample
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◼ Here, all options are open to them: Your advertising message 

as a short interview, audio sample or extended Native Audio 

Ad, which can be filled with individual content

◼ Voice only: neither background noise, music nor jingles disturb 

the native listening experience

◼ Bookable only as PostRoll (max. 240 sec.)

A big stage for your story

With a click on the audio button you will get to the audio sample
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03 INDIVIDUAL 
BOOKING OPTIONS
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Volume-

Booking

Fixed Position

Placement

Exactly the right offer according to your wishes

Do you want to place your audio ad fixed with guaranteed

volume and a flexible campaign period is not relevant for 

you?

Do you want to scale your audio impression volume 

volume and a flexible campaign 

campaign period is important to you?

Would you like to 

book a specific 

podcast show 

fixed?

Podcast

Episode

Would you like to 

book a specific 

show occupy?

Podcast 

Show

Would you like to 

take a specific, 

individual subject?

Premium 

Targeting

Would you like to a 

specific topic 

occupy?

Podcast 

Channel

Would you like to 

all shows of one of 

our brands occupy?

Podcast 

Brand

Would you like to 

our complete 

quality portfolio 

prove it?

Podcast 

Network
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iq digital Portfolio | Natives Audio Ad

Price categories: 

PK1: Podcast Show & Premium Targeting in the network CPM booking of a single show, e.g. podcast "Zeit Verbrechen"; Premium 

Targeting only possible in the iq digital Podcast Network | Basic Targeting included

PK2: Podcast Brand → CPM booking of all podcasts of a brand, e.g. all podcasts of "Handelsblatt“

Podcast Channel → CPM booking of a topic category, e.g. all podcasts on the topic "politics”

Basic Targeting +15%

PK3: Podcast Network → CPM booking of all podcasts in the iq digital portfolio; basic targeting included

Minimum booking volume 7,500 EUR net/net

Podcast Brand
or

Podcast Channel

Podcast Show
or

Premium Targeting

Podcast Network

PreRoll MidRoll PostRoll
Ad

Bundle

Ad

Bundle 

Plus

130 € 110 € 90 € 90 € 115 €

100 € 80 € 60 € 60 € 85 €

70 € 60 € 50 € 50 € 65 €

PK 2

PK 1

PK 3
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What we can do

• Demographic and Geo-Targeting = Basic Targeting | Contextual and Predictive Audiences Targeting = Premium Targeting

Geo-Targeting*
Demographic

Targeting* 

Contextual

Targeting*

Where is your

target group?

What content does your 

target audience

engage with?

Who is your target 

group?

Predictive Audiences 

Targeting*

What topics is your 

target group

interested in?
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BOOKING OPTIONS

Reach your target group

*Targeting on the whole of Germany is - if desired - included in every booking

Demographic

Targeting

Geo-

Targeting

18-24 

years

45-54 

years

25-34 

years

21-24 

years

55-64 

years

35-44 

years

65+ 

years

State*
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BOOKING OPTIONS

Reach your target group in the right environment

Contextual

Targeting

Automobile

Food & Drink

E-Mobility

Business 

decision-

makers

Finance

Energy & 

Resources

Real Estate

Sports

Sustainablity
Fashion & 

Luxury

Science & 

Technology

Social

responsibility

HealthCare Investment

Economy
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Reach your target group in the right environment

BOOKING OPTIONS

Predictive 

Audiences 

Targeting

New Car

Interests

Food Lovers

Investors & 

Shareholders

Health & Fitness 

Fans

Handyman/ 

Handywoman

Beauty 

Queens/Kings
Gamer

Streaming

Junkies
Electronic Fans
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04 REPORTING
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Uniform performance values for real accessibility

We focus on full transparency

◼ The IAB Technology 

Laboratory's Podcast 

Measurement Technical 

Guidelines define an 

overarching standard for 

podcast-specific performance 

metrics in order to report them 

in a comparable manner.

◼ In the podcast sector, reach 

measurement has thus been 

uniformly defined. Compliance 

with the IAB 2.1 standard 

therefore means transparent 

and accurate measurement 

with reliable data that can be 

relied on. 

IAB 2.1 

STANDARD

CLICK HERE TO

DOWNLOAD

Exciting Insights:

& 

more

Plattform 

Break

Age

Break

Device 

Break

Audio 

Impressions 

Unique 

User

Gender 

Break

https://iabtechlab.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/PodcastMeasurement_v2.1.pdf
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05 PODCAST CHANNEL
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Volume-

Booking

Fixed Position

Placement

Exactly the right offer according to your wishes

Do you want to place your audio ad fixed with guaranteed

volume and a flexible campaign period is not relevant for

you?

Do you want to scale your audio impression volume and 

a flexible campaign period is important to you?

Want to book a 

specific podcast 

show fixed?

Podcast

Episode

Would you like a 

specific show 

occupy?

Podcast 

Show

Would you like to 

take a specific, 

individual subject?

Premium 

Targeting

Would you like to a 

specific topic 

occupy?

Podcast 

Channel

Would you like to 

all shows of one of 

our brands occupy?

Podcast 

Brand

Would you like to 

occupy our 

complete quality 

portfolio prove it?

Podcast 

Network
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The most exciting podcast shows bundled for you by topic

SUSTAIN-

ABILITY

WORK & 

CAREER
CRIME

DIGITAL-

IZATION
HEALTH

NEWS
LIFESTYLE & 

CULTURE
POLITICS SPORTS

ECONOMY & 

FINANCE

KNOW-

LEDGE
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Place yourself in 4 podcast shows with only one booking

AGMA coverage:

148,832

Downloads per month

(March 2023)

Native 

PreRoll 

Audio Ad

Native 

PostRoll

Audio Ad

Native 

MidRoll 

Audio Ad
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AGMA coverage:

4,252,326

Downloads per month

(March 2023)

Native 

PreRoll 

Audio Ad

Native 

PostRoll

Audio Ad

Native 

MidRoll 

Audio Ad

Place yourself in 4 podcast shows with only one booking
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AGMA coverage:

174,180

Downloads per month

(March 2023)

Native 

PreRoll 

Audio Ad

Native 

PostRoll

Audio Ad

Native 

MidRoll 

Audio Ad

Place yourself in 4 podcast shows with only one booking
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AGMA coverage:

259,335

Downloads per month

(March 2023)

Native 

PreRoll 

Audio Ad

Native 

PostRoll

Audio Ad

Native 

MidRoll 

Audio Ad

Place yourself in 2 podcast shows with only one booking
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Place yourself in 10 podcast shows with just one booking

AGMA coverage:

5,643,989

Downloads per month

(March 2023)

Native 

PreRoll 

Audio Ad

Native 

PostRoll

Audio Ad

Native 

MidRoll 

Audio Ad
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AGMA coverage:

100,611

Downloads per month

(March 2023)

Place yourself in 4 podcast shows with just one booking

Native 

PreRoll 

Audio Ad

Native 

PostRoll

Audio Ad

Native 

MidRoll 

Audio Ad
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AGMA coverage:

10,235,211

Downloads per month

(March 2023)

Place yourself in 4 podcast shows with just one booking

Native 

PreRoll 

Audio Ad

Native 

PostRoll

Audio Ad
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AGMA coverage:

1,404,085

Downloads per month

(March 2023)

Place yourself in 9 podcast shows with just one booking

Native 

PreRoll 

Audio Ad

Native 

PostRoll

Audio Ad

Native 

MidRoll 

Audio Ad
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Place yourself in 1 podcast show with just one booking

AGMA coverage:

38,033

Downloads per month

(March 2023)

Native 

PreRoll 

Audio Ad

Native 

PostRoll

Audio Ad

Native 

MidRoll 

Audio Ad
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AGMA coverage:

4,298,903

Downloads per month

(March 2023)

Place yourself in 13 podcast shows with just one booking

Native 

PreRoll 

Audio Ad

Native 

PostRoll

Audio Ad

Native 

MidRoll 

Audio Ad
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AGMA coverage:

1,153,897

Downloads per month

(March 2023)

Place yourself in 5 podcast shows with just one booking

Native 

PreRoll 

Audio Ad

Native 

PostRoll

Audio Ad

Native 

MidRoll 

Audio Ad
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06 PODCAST BRAND
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Volume-

Booking

Fixed Position

Placement

Exactly the right offer according to your wishes

Do you want to place your audio ad fixed with guaranteed

volume and a flexible campaign period is not relevant for

you?

Do you want to scale your audio impression volume and 

a flexible campaign period is important to you?

Would you like a 

specific show 

occupy?

Podcast 

Show

Would you like to 

take a specific, 

individual subject?

Premium 

Targeting

Would you like to a 

specific topic 

occupy?

Podcast 

Channel

Would you like to 

all shows of one of 

our brands occupy?

Podcast 

Brand

Would you like to 

occupy our 

complete quality 

portfolio prove it?

Podcast 

Network

Want to book a 

specific podcast 

show fixed?

Podcast

Episode
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All podcast shows of one of our media brands bundled for you
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Place yourself in 9 podcast shows with just one booking

Native 

PreRoll

Audio Ad

Native 

PostRoll

Audio Ad

Native 

MidRoll

Audio Ad

AGMA range:

4.4 million

Downloads per month 

(March 2023)
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Place yourself in 5 podcast shows with only one booking

AGMA range:

260,576

Downloads per month 

(March 2023)

Native 

PreRoll

Audio Ad

Native 

PostRoll

Audio Ad

Native 

MidRoll

Audio Ad
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Place yourself in 24 podcast shows with just one booking

Native 

PreRoll

Audio Ad

Native 

PostRoll

Audio Ad

Native 

MidRoll

Audio Ad

AGMA range:

15,9 million

Downloads per month 

(March 2023)
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07 PODCAST NETWORK
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Would you like to 

occupy our 

complete quality 

portfolio prove it?

Volume-

Booking

Fixed Position

Placement

Exactly the right offer according to your wishes

Do you want to place your audio ad fixed with guaranteed

volume and a flexible campaign period is not relevant for 

you?

Do you want to scale your audio impression volume and 

a flexible campaign period is important to you?

Podcast 

Show

Premium 

Targeting

Podcast 

Channel

Podcast 

Brand

Podcast 

Network

Would you like a 

specific show 

occupy?

Would you like to 

take a specific, 

individual subject?

Would you like to a 

specific topic 

occupy?

Would you like to 

all shows of one of 

our brands occupy?

Want to book a 

specific podcast 

show fixed?

Podcast

Episode
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DIGITAL-

IZATION

HEALTH
LIFESTYLE  

& CULTURE

NEWS

SPORTS

KNOW-

LEDGE

All media brands & all topics in just one booking

AGMA range:

20.7 Mio. 

Downloads per month

(March 2023)

Native 

PreRoll

Audio Ad

Native 

PostRoll

Audio Ad

Native 

MidRoll

Audio Ad

SUSTAIN-

ABILITY

SUSTAIN-

ABILITY

POLITCS

WORK 

& 

CAREER

CRIME

WIRT-SCHAFT 

& FINANZEN
ECONOMY 

& FINANCE
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08 PODCAST EPISODE
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Volume-

Booking

Fixed Position

Placement

Exactly the right offer according to your wishes

Do you want to place your audio ad fixed with guaranteed

volume and a flexible campaign period is not relevant for 

you?

Do you want to scale your audio impression volume and 

a flexible campaign period is important to you?

Want to book a 

specific podcast 

show fixed?

Podcast

Episode

Podcast 

Show

Premium 

Targeting

Podcast 

Channel

Would you like to 

all shows of one of 

our brands occupy?

Podcast 

Brand

Podcast 

Network

Would you like a 

specific show 

occupy?

Would you like to 

take a specific, 

individual subject?

Would you like to a 

specific topic 

occupy?

Would you like to 

occupy our 

complete quality 

portfolio prove it?
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09 PROCESSING AND 
PRODUCTION
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Cicero – Magazine for political culture

Topic

The Cicero Podcast Portal regularly publishes audio contributions from Cicero - Magazin

für politische Kultur. We discuss current topics from the fields of society and politics, 

literature, science and media with our guests.

Source: Spotify Audience

71% 50%24%

Women Men Are between 18 

and 44 years

Weekly

Only bookable in the channel

RHYTHM TARGET GROUP
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Insights from the Bitcoin &Blockchain scene

Topic

Every Wednesday, a BTC-ECHO host talks to an expert on a crypto-related topic. This 

expert can be anything: a CEO, politician, activist or any other kind of specialist in his or 

her field. The aim is to obtain as many insights as possible on a particular topic by asking 

specific questions.

Weekly

Source: Spotify Audience

91% 85%5%

Women Men Are between18 

and 44 years old

Only bookable in the channel

RHYTHM TARGET GROUP
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Bitcoin, Shares & Finance

Source: Spotify Audience

90% 90%7%

Women Men Are between18 

and 44 years old

Only bookable in the channel

Weekly

RHYTHM TARGET GROUP

Topic

Every Monday, market expert Stefan Lübeck and Jan Heinrich Meyer analyse the prices 

of Bitcoin and Co., discuss the background to the latest developments on the market, 

evaluate the top performers of the past seven days and go into current investment trends 

in the crypto space.
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Top Topics on Bitcoin, Blockchain & Crypto

Topic

Every Friday, editor-in-chief Sven Wagenknecht and Bitcoin expert David Scheider take a 

look at the most important crypto events of the past week, classify them and give a 

comprehensive summary of the week in the Bitcoin & Blockchain scene.

Source: Spotify Audience

89% 85%8%

Women Men Are between18 

and 44 years old

Only bookable in the channel

Weekly

RHYTHM TARGET GROUP
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Handelsblatt

Weekly 86% 70%10%

Women Men Are between 18 

and 44 years old

RHYTHM TARGET GROUP

Only bookable in the channel

Source: Spotify Audience

Topic

The economist and strategy consultant gets to the heart of economics and finance. 

Stelter gives blunt and independent answers to the economic questions of our time.
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Handelsblatt

Source: Spotify Audience

Fortnightly

Topic

Corruption, unscrupulousness, megalomania: In our podcast Handelsblatt Crime, we 

report on the most spectacular criminal cases in German business. Accompany the 

Handelsblatt Investigative Team into the dark and semi-darkness of the German business 

world.

52% 87%49%

Women Men Are between 18 

and 44 years old

RHYTHM TARGET GROUP

Only bookable in the channel
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Handelsblatt

5,120€
Native PreRoll

7,680€
Storytelling (Pre+PostRoll)

Source: Spotify Audience

Topic

In the HANDELSBLATT DISRUPT podcast, Sebastian Matthes, Deputy Editor-in-Chief and 

Head of Digital at Handelsblatt.com, outlines the latest trends in the area of disruptive 

technologies. In this connection, he explores relevant business topics and provides users 

with innovative insights.

Fixed placement
1 episode (1 week)

82% 89%16%

Women Men Are between 18 

and 44 years old

TARGET GROUPRANGE PER BOOKING

RHYTHM

Ø 16,000 Audio Impressions

Weekly
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Handelsblatt

Weekly

Source: Spotify Audience

Topic

In the podcast “Economic Challenges“, HRI President Bert Rürup talks with Prof. 

Michael Hüther, director of the institute of german economy. They discuss current world 

affairs and take a look at global politics and business with geopolitical analyses. In a 

nutshell: world politics to listen to and reflect on. 

83% 90%15%

Women Men Are between 18 

and 44 years old

RHYTHM TARGET GROUP

Only bookable in the channel
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Handelsblatt

6,400€
Native PreRoll

9,600€
Storytelling (Pre+PostRoll)

Source: Spotify Audience

Topic
Together with experts from business, science and politics, we will discuss the challenges 

and opportunities surrounding the topic of sustainability, climate and energy. How can 

the competitive and cost pressures of a global industrial company be reconciled with 

sustainable value chains?

Fixed placement
1 episode (2 weeks)

83% 85%24%

Women Men Are between 18 

and 44 years old

TARGET GROUPRANGE PER BOOKING

RHYTHM

Ø 20,000 Audio Impressions

Forthnight
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Handelsblatt

10,800€
Native PreRoll

16,200€
Storytelling (Pre+PostRoll)

Source: Spotify Audience

Topic

Personal – strong on opinion – entertaining. Just in time for the start of the day, 

Germany’s largest editorial newsletter also appears as a podcast and provides its loyal 

listeners with the most important news from business, politics and finance – directly 

from the Handelsblatt chief editorial office.

Fixed placement
1 episode (1 day)

71% 90%27%

Women Men Are between 18 

and 44 years old

TARGET GROUPRANGE PER BOOKING

RHYTHM

Ø 60,000 Audio Impressions

Every trading day
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Handelsblatt

Source: Spotify Audience

Topic

We talk to those who are leading themselves and others through times of change. 

Among them managers, entrepreneurs, authors, coaches, scientists and other thought 

leaders. Personal. Entertaining. Insightful.

52% 87%49%

Women Men Are between 18 

and 44 years old

RHYTHM TARGET GROUP

Only bookable in the channel

Fortnightly
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Handelsblatt

40,000€
Native PreRoll

60,000€
Storytelling (Pre+PostRoll)

Source: Spotify Audience

Topic

Handelsblatt Today is the daily podcast from the Handelsblatt newsroom. We analyze the 

most relevant topics of the day and describe their effects on the financial markets. To do 

this, we speak to CEOs, entrepreneurs, top politicians and Handelsblatt correspondents 

all over the world.

Fixed placement
5 episodes (1 week)

77% 87%20%

Women Men Are between 18 

and 44 years old

TARGET GROUPRANGE PER BOOKING

RHYTHM

Ø 125,000 Audio Impressions

Every trading day
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Markus Koch

24,000€
Native PreRoll

36,000€
Storytelling (Pre+PostRoll)

Source: Spotify Audience

Topic

Since the mid-90s, Markus Koch has been reporting directly from Wall Street, including 

the New York Stock Exchange, on the ups and downs of the American stock market. 

Whether you are a professional trader or a private investor - this podcast is for everyone 

who is interested in stocks, bonds, gold and commodities, investing and trading.

Fixed placement
5 episodes (1 week)

Women Men Are between 18 

and 44 years old

TARGET GROUPRANGE PER BOOKING

RHYTHM

Ø 75,000 Audio Impressions

Workdays

88% 84%9%
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Konradin (Then And Now)

Source: Spotify Audience

Fortnightly

Topic

Enjoying history while listening to it: the two historians David Neuhäuser and Felix 

Melching present exciting stories from the time of Alexander the Great up to the 21st

century twice a month. The podcast 

is presented by DAMALS – the magazine for history.

Women Men Are between 18 

and 44 years old

63% 57%31%

RHYTHM TARGET GROUP

Only bookable in the channel



69Source: Spotify Audience

Topic

The "State of the Nation" is the weekly political podcast from Berlin with Philip Banse and 

Ulf Buermeyer. Towards the end of the week, the journalist and the lawyer sweep up the 

weekly events in this country and the world - if the two consider them relevant and 

interesting. The listeners appreciate the profound and legally sound as well as 

entertaining analysis of the situation. 

Weekly

Women Men Are between 18 

and 44 years old

55% 90%41%

RHYTHM TARGET GROUP

Only bookable in the channel
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Der Tagesspiegel (Berliner & pancakes)

47% 67%48%Weekly

Source: Spotify Audience

Topic

Voice messages and news from the capital: From politicians, neighbors, creatives, 

originals - and from you. The somewhat different news update from and with Berlin. 

Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays, just in time for closing time. With Ann-Kathrin Hipp, 

Lorenz Maroldt and Anke Myrrhe.

Women Men Are between 18 

and 44 years old

RHYTHM TARGET GROUP

Only bookable in the channel
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Der Tagesspiegel – Checkpoint (Once Around Berlin)

Source: Spotify Audience

Monthly

Topic

27 stops, 60 minutes, 1 guest: where better to talk and argue about Berlin or to fall in 

love with the city than on the Ringbahn tram-train – a microcosm of Berlin on rails? Once 

a month, Ann-Kathrin Hipp from “Tagesspiegel Checkpoint” takes a Berliner with her on 

a trip around Berlin on the Ringbahn. 

45% 73%52%

Women Men Are between 18 

and 44 years old

RHYTHM TARGET GROUP

Only bookable in the channel
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Der Tagesspiegel (The Yardstick)

Source: Spotify Audience

Fortnightly

Topic

The climate crisis is here and we are still not doing enough to protect the climate. 

Together with scientists, Tagesspiegel colleagues or people affected by climate change, 

Tagesspiegel editor Ruth Ciesinger speaks about these and other questions about 

climate change and climate protection.

Women Men Are between 18 

and 44 years old

55% 72%41%

RHYTHM TARGET GROUP

Only bookable in the channel
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Der Tagesspiegel

Source: Spotify Audience

Topic

From the first to the last menstruation, from the “first time” to sex in old age; every two 

weeks, chief physician Dr. Mandy Mangler talks about the most important stages in the 

lives of many women – and always in strictly medical terms.

8% 91%87%

Women Men Are between 18 

and 44 years old

RHYTHM TARGET GROUP

Only bookable in the channel

Fortnightly
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Der Tagesspiegel (Crime Scene Berlin)

Source: Spotify Audience

Topic

Since November 2021, Berlin investigators have been reporting here on the cases of their 

lives: For the new Tagesspiegel podcast "Tatort Berlin," reporter Katja Füchsel has been in 

and out of the homicide department for a year. Together with Sebastian Leber, she 

recounts the most exciting criminal cases in the capital of Germany.

29% 75%65%

Women Men Are between 18 

and 44 years old

RHYTHM TARGET GROUP

Only bookable in the channel

Fortnightly
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WirtschaftsWoche (Stock Market Week)

77% 79%20%

Source: Spotify Audience

Weekly

Topic

How do I prevent inflation from eating up my money? The world of finance is complex. 

The WiWo podcast BörsenWoche tells you everything you need to know to invest your 

money successfully. Every week, WirtschaftsWoche editors Georg Buschmann and 

Philipp Frohn discuss the most important stock market topics with experts. The focus is 

always on how you can profit as a private investor. 

Women Men Are between 18 

and 44 years old

RHYTHM TARGET GROUP

Only bookable in the channel
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WirtschaftsWoche (Talking With The Boss)

Source: Spotify Audience

Weekly

Topic

Varinia Bernau, WiWo Head of Innovation & Digital and Success, discusses with 

Germany's most important entrepreneurs, top female managers, economists and 

economic policymakers how to successfully run a business in the current situation - and 

how they themselves became successful. 

81% 89%17%

Women Men Are between 18 

and 44 years old

RHYTHM TARGET GROUP

Only bookable in the channel
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WirtschaftsWoche

*No new podcast episodes are released | Playout only in archive range

Topic

The automotive industry is hardly developing any new gasoline or diesel models. By 

2035, the internal combustion engine will be a thing of the past. The switch to electric 

cars is a challenge for manufacturers and consumers alike - and a highly emotional topic, 

especially in Germany. Many people have questions and concerns: How expensive will 

driving with electricity be? How dangerous are battery fires?

Only bookable in the channel*
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WirtschaftsWoche (Living with stocks)

Weekly

Topic

In "Living with stocks," the two hosts look not only at individual figures and stocks, but at 

the big picture: the global economy and geopolitics, central banks and governments, 

trends and technologies - and the consequences for the markets. In various formats, they 

explain the interrelationships as well as the most important key figures of stocks and 

investments in ETFs and funds.

Source: Spotify Audience

Only bookable in the channel

RHYTHM
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ZEIT ONLINE (Everything Said?)

Source: Spotify Audience

Topic

ZEITmagazin Editor-in-Chief Christoph Amend and ZEIT-ONLINE Editor-in-Chief Jochen 

Wegner have hundreds of questions and generally a few games for their unusual guests 

until they announce that “everything has been said”.

43% 85%53%

Women Men Are between 18 

and 44 years old

TARGET GROUPRHYTHM

Only bookable in the channel

Monthly
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ZEIT ONLINE (Even that?)

Source: Spotify Audience

Only bookable in the channel

Topic

In each episode of this podcast, ZEIT political editor Petra Pinzler and science editor 

Stefan Schmitt talk about a contemporary crisis: it's about the climate crisis, species 

extinction, the energy crisis and wars. Each time, an expert helps to understand how 

everything is connected.

Fortnightly

RHYTHM TARGET GROUP

Women Men Are between 18 

and 44 years old

43% 76%52%
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ZEIT ONLINE (Eves Closed)

9,000€
Native PreRoll

13,500€
Storytelling (Pre+PostRoll)

Source: Spotify Audience

Topic

With passion, humor and pleasure in discussion, Florian Illies and Giovanni di Lorenzo 

invite you to time travel into the world of art: to Botticelli’s Florence, Andy Warhol’s New 

York and Caspar David Friedrich’s Dresden. They tell of Lotte Laserstein, who was 

discovered late, and ask: Was Joseph Beuys a charlatan?

Fixed placement
1 episode (1 month)

38% 80%57% 

Women Men Are between 18 

and 44 years old

TARGET GROUPRANGE PER BOOKING

RHYTHM

Ø 50,000 Audio Impressions

Monthly
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14,400€
Native PreRoll

21,600€
Storytelling (Pre+PostRoll)

Source: Spotify Audience

Topic

Why does a calf in Germany only cost a few euros? Will Donald Trump be elected 

President for a second term? And can the popular parties still be saved? Discussion of 

politics at the end of the week – what drives it, what it does, what it can achieve. Two 

moderators every Friday, a guest and a sound.

Fixed placement
1 episode (1 week)

37% 89%59%

Women Men Are between 18 

and 44 years old

TARGET GROUPRANGE PER BOOKING

RHYTHM

Ø 80,000 Audio Impressions

Weekly

ZEIT ONLINE (Politics Section)
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ZEIT ONLINE (The spy in our cell phones)

Source: Spotify Audience

Season format

6 episodes

Topic

The Pegasus spyware allows security agencies to take full control of smartphones 

unnoticed, making it easier to hunt down criminals and terrorists. But research has 

shown Pegasus has been abused on a massive scale to restrict human rights, freedom 

and democracy. The spyware has been linked to murders, election rigging, and attacks on 

press freedom.

Only bookable in the channel

RHYTHM
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ZEIT ONLINE (The So-Called Present)

7,200€
Native PreRoll

10,800€
Storytelling (Pre+PostRoll)

Source: Spotify Audience

Topic

What do Netflix cooking shows reveal about the world we live in? And is everyone 

suddenly drinking ginger shots? In this podcast, the journalists from the ZEIT Features 

section talk about phenomena that shape our world and guide listeners through the 

present. 

Fixed placement
1 episode (2 weeks)

46% 88%50%

Women Men Are between 18 

and 44 years old

TARGET GROUPRANGE PER BOOKING

RHYTHM

Ø 40,000 Audio Impressions

Fortnightly



85Source: Spotify Audience

Topic

Do we actually listen to politicians properly? Yasmine M'Barek does. Every second 

Tuesday, she talks to a top politician about their heartfelt topic in "Ehrlich jetzt?" and 

discusses questions for which there is no room on talk shows and news programs.

Only bookable in the channel

Fortnightly

RHYTHM

ZEIT ONLINE (Honestly now?)

Women Men Are between 18 

and 44 years old

TARGET GROUP

48% 79%48%
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ZEIT ONLINE (Fresh To Work)

Source: Spotify Audience

Topic

In the podcast “Frisch an die Arbeit”, celebrities are asked 25 questions about their 

personal relationship with their job. Each interview is based on an adapted version of Max 

Frisch’s questionnaire, which 

the author formulated 50 years ago.

37% 88%60%

Women Men Are between 18 

and 44 years old

TARGET GROUP

Only bookable in the channel

Fortnightly

RHYTHM
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ZEIT ONLINE (Is There Anything Left?)

7,200€
Native PreRoll

10,800€
Storytelling (Pre+PostRoll)

Source: Spotify Audience

Topic

Every two weeks, Lisa Hegemann and Sebastian Horn devote themselves to the small 

and large torments of everyday life: How do I manage to tidy up better, go running more 

often, buy gifts more stress-free and maintain sensible to-do lists? In each episode, they 

tell how they tackled one of these challenges - and which tips from experts really help.

Fixed placement      
1 episode (2 weeks)

33% 85%64%

Women Men Are between 18 

and 44 years old

TARGET GROUPRANGE PER BOOKING

RHYTHM

Ø 40,000 Audio Impressions

Fortnightly
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ZEIT ONLINE (Behind The Story)

*No new podcast episodes are released | Playout only in archive range

Topic

Every Wednesday ZEIT journalists report on their most exciting research stories in 

exclusive interviews and provide unique insights into the work of the editorial team.

Only bookable in the channel*
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ZEIT ONLINE (Is this a bubble?)

6,400€
Native PreRoll

9,600€
Storytelling (Pre+PostRoll)

Source: Spotify Audience

Topic
We talk about what holds the world together at its core: Money, power, justice. Why 

can't I afford a house? How does a city become climate neutral? Does the economy 

really have to grow all the time? Every 14 days, Lisa Nienhaus, Lisa Hegemann and Jens 

Tönnesmann examine an economic phenomenon and ask themselves: Is this a bubble? 

Or is it here to stay? Always with a guest - and an animal.

Fixed placement      
1 episode (2 weeks)

Women Man Are between 18 

and 44 years old

62% 89%34%

TARGET GROUPRANGE PER BOOKING

RHYTHM

Ø 20,000 Audio Impressions

Fortnightly
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ZEIT ONLINE (Is That Normal?)

9,600€
Native PreRoll

14,400€
Storytelling (Pre+PostRoll)

Source: Spotify Audience

Topic

2.5 times a week sex is the perfect average. Men want sex more often, women need 

more motivation. 

Is that normal, is it all true? No, fortunately not. The ZEIT-ONLINE podcast “Is that 

normal?” 

deals with myths, fears and questions about sex.

Fixed placement
1 episode (2 weeks)

28% 91%68%

Women Men Are between 18 

and 44 years old

TARGET GROUPRANGE PER BOOKING

RHYTHM

Ø 40,000 Audio Impressions

Fortnightly
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ZEIT ONLINE (He/she can kick)

83% 82%13%

Source: Spotify Audience

Topic

Is Robert Lewandowski really the best player in the world? We talk less about tactics and 

more about what really matters in soccer: the individuality of the players. In each 

episode, ZEIT-ONLINE sports editors Oliver Fritsch and Fabian Scheler discuss a soccer 

player in all his facets and also let scouts, coaches and advisors have their say.

Women Men Are between 18 

and 44 years old

TARGET GROUP

Only bookable in the channel

RHYTHM

Fortnightly
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ZEIT ONLINE

47% 86%50%

10,800€
Native PreRoll

16,200€
Storytelling (Pre+PostRoll)

Source: Spotify Audience

Topic

In this podcast, Klaus Brinkbäumer and Rieke Havertz talk about current debates from the 

USA and the election campaign. But also about burgers and basketball, about Silicon 

Valley and the Supreme Court, about drugs and TV. Because to understand US politics, 

you have to understand the Americans – with 

their passions, needs and idiosyncrasies.

Fixed placement
1 episode (2 weeks)

Women Men Are between 18 

and 44 years old

TARGET GROUPRANGE PER BOOKING

RHYTHM

Ø 60,000 Audio Impressions

Fortnightly
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ZEIT ONLINE (Transalpine Hello)

9,900€
Native PreRoll

14,850€
Storytelling (Pre+PostRoll)

Source: Spotify Audience

Topic

Three journalists from three Alpine countries talk to each other instead of about each 

other – to find out what distinguishes Germany, Austria and Switzerland, what we can 

learn from each other and what we don’t understand about each other. Within a short 

time the podcast has gained a large fan base.

Fixed placement
1 episode (1 week)

57% 91%40%

Women Men Are between 18 

and 44 years old

TARGET GROUPRANGE PER BOOKING

RHYTHM

Ø 55,000 Audio Impressions

Weekly



94Source: Spotify Audience

Topic

For one hour, the focus is on the two shortest days of the week – about rituals, 

memories, attempts 

at recovery and lots of recommendations for a successful weekend: books and games, 

series and films, drinks and snacks, the next big hit and products of all quality and 

manner.

27% 86%70%

Women Men Are between 18 

and 44 years old

TARGET GROUP

Only bookable in the channel

RHYTHM

Weekly

ZEITmagazin (What Are You Doing This Weekend?)
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Topic

Once a month, Martina Kix and Christoph Farkas from the ZEIT Campus editorial team 

welcome a guest to talk about topics that occupy students at the kitchen table: about 

parties and crises in their studies, new relationship models or starting a job.

ZEIT Campus (And What Does The University Do?)

Only bookable in the channel

RHYTHM

Monthly

Source: Spotify Audience
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ZEIT ONLINE (Among Pastors’ Daughters)

9,000€
Native PreRoll

13,500€
Storytelling (Pre+PostRoll)

Source: Spotify Audience

Topic

Sisters Sabine Rückert, deputy Editor-in-Chief of ZEIT, and Johanna Haberer, professor of 

theology, talk about the Bible. They tell all the stories with which they grew up as 

pastors’ daughters – and do away 

with kitsch and clichés.

Fixed placement
1 episode (2 weeks)

32% 87%64%

Women Men Are between 18 

and 44 years old

TARGET GROUPRANGE PER BOOKING

RHYTHM

Ø 50,000 Audio Impressions

Fortnightly
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ZEIT ONLINE (Crimes)

71,500€
Native PreRoll

107,250€
Storytelling (Pre+PostRoll)

Source: Spotify Audience

Topic

Why does a woman have her husband shot? How does a detective get a confession? 

Why do witnesses sometimes lie? ZEIT Deputy Editor-in-Chief Sabine Rückert talks about 

the things she has experienced 

and learned while researching major crime stories. 

Fixed placement
1 episode (2 weeks)

35% 91%63%

Women Men Are between 18 

and 44 years old

TARGET GROUPRANGE PER BOOKING

RHYTHM

Ø 550,000 Audio Impressions

Fortnightly
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ZEIT ONLINE (Why Do They Think So?)

39% 78%57%

Thema

Zwei Menschen sind in einer politischen Frage völlig anderer Meinung: beim Impfen, in 

der Frage, wie der Westen mit Russland umgehen sollte, oder ob Gendern mehr 

Gerechtigkeit bringt. Beide haben Mühe zu begreifen, warum das Gegenüber solche 

Positionen vertritt. Dennoch versuchen sie in einem Gespräch zu verstehen, wie die 

andere Person zu ihren Ansichten kam.

7,200€
Native PreRoll

10,800€
Storytelling (Pre+PostRoll)

Frauen Männer Sind zwischen 18 

und 44 Jahren

Source: Spotify Audience

Fixed placement
1 episode (1 month)

TARGET GROUPRANGE PER BOOKING

RHYTHM

Ø 40,000 Audio Impressions

Monthly
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ZEIT ONLINE (What bosses really think

Source: Spotify Audience

Only bookable in the channel

Topic

How do I tell my supervisor when I can't do it anymore? What is still fair competition and 

at what point does competition become toxic? Am I allowed to openly criticize my boss? 

In this podcast, Leonie Seifert, deputy editor-in-chief of ZEIT ONLINE, and Moritz Müller-

Wirth, deputy editor-in-chief of ZEIT, talk to managers about topics that they otherwise 

only entrust to their coach.

RHYTHM

Fortnightly
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ZEIT ONLINE (Now What?)

21,600€
Native PreRoll

32,400€
Storytelling (Pre+PostRoll)

Source: Spotify Audience

Topic

“Was jetzt?” is the news podcast of ZEIT ONLINE. Four journalists discuss the topics of 

the day that are 

of particular interest to the world in the weekday podcast. It can be about fear of the 

future, the challenges of climate change or digitalisation – topicality and relevance 

guaranteed.

Fixed placement
2 episodes (1 day)

45% 93%53%

Women Men Are between 18 

and 44 years old

TARGET GROUPRANGE PER BOOKING

RHYTHM

Ø 120,000 Audio Impressions

Every trading day
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ZEIT ONLINE (Now What? – On the weekend)

27,000€
Native PreRoll

40,500€
Storytelling (Pre+PostRoll)

Saturday: 2 episodes

Sunday: 1 episode

Source: Spotify Audience

Topic

“Was jetzt?” is the news podcast of ZEIT ONLINE. Four journalists discuss the topics of 

the day that are 

of particular interest to the world in the weekday podcast. It can be about fear of the 

future, the challenges of climate change or digitalisation – topicality and relevance 

guaranteed.

Fixed placement
3 episodes (2 days)

45% 93%53%

Women Men Are between 18 

and 44 years old

TARGET GROUPRANGE PER BOOKING

RHYTHM

Ø 150,000 Audio Impressions
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ZEIT ONLINE (What Was That Again?)

27,600€
Native PreRoll

41,400€
Storytelling (Pre+PostRoll)

Source: Spotify Audience

Topic

Where was the Varus Battle? What is behind the myth of the Hanseatic League? Was 

Helmut Kohl a great chancellor? And where are the women in history? We ask questions 

about the past, shed light on events and personalities - and show what all this has to do 

with today. New every month on the topic of the current issue of ZEIT Geschichte.

Fixed placement
1 episode (1 month)

39% 78%50%

Women Men Are between 18 

and 44 years old

TARGET GROUPRANGE PER BOOKING

RHYTHM

Ø 115,000 Audio Impressions

Monthly
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ZEIT ONLINE (How Do You Know That?)

28,800€
Native PreRoll

43,200€
Storytelling (Pre+PostRoll)

Source: Spotify Audience

Topic

Cranes sometimes miss the flight south because they misjudge the weather. People 

make about 200 decisions about their food every day. Japan is more indebted per capita 

than Greece. How do you know that? Reports, research background and conversations 

about science, everyday life and society.

Fixed placement
1 episode (1 month)

41% 88%55%

Women Men Are between 18 

and 44 years old

TARGET GROUPRANGE PER BOOKING

RHYTHM

Ø 120,000 Audio Impressions

Fortnightly
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iq digital übernimmt die komplette Produktion für Sie

◼ Briefing e-mail to the customer regarding campaign objectives 

(spot content, speaker:in, tonality).

◼ The client receives three native text suggestions per audio ad 

to choose from

◼ Production of the native audio ad by iq digital 

◼ Approval of the spot by the client

◼ At the end of the campaign, the client receives a report on the 

audio impressions played

◼ Lead time: 3 to 4 weeks
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Pricing

Each additional Native Audio Ad per booking +700€, each additional Native 3D or Dialogue Audio Ad per booking +1.000€.

Native Audio Ad

Pre-, Mid- or PostRoll (max. 30 Sek.) 
1.000€

Native Storytelling Audio Ad

Combination Pre- and PostRoll (max. 30 + 60 Sek.) 
1.700€

Native 3D Audio Ad

Pre-, Mid- or PostRoll (max. 30 Sek.) 
1.500€

Native 3D Storytelling Audio Ad

Combination Pre- and PostRoll (max. 30 + 60 Sek.) 
2.500€

Native Dialogue Audio Ad

Pre-, Mid- or PostRoll (max. 30 Sek.) 
1.500€

Native Dialogue Storytelling Audio Ad

Combination Pre- and PostRoll (max. 30 + 60 Sek.) 
2.500€

Native Advertorial Ad

Combination Pre- and PostRoll (max. 30 + 240 Sek.) 
3.500€

Native Extended Content Audio Ad

PostRoll (max. 240 Sek.) 
3.000€

Single Native Audio Ads Native Audio Ads in combination
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We give your messages the right voice.

Get an impression of our speakers:

Click here to see the voice samples.

Priya

Frank S.

Kathrin Walther

Gloria

Konstantin Nancy Stefan

Frank L.ElkeDaniel

Janina

Anne

https://static.narando.com/audio/3f51da83-b610-4b47-a1fc-981b16302b58.wav
https://static.narando.com/audio/f6f8e674-441e-43eb-a66a-e8d1a4283249.wav
https://static.narando.com/audio/a8483719-745b-4c98-bc91-3849691fa31f.wav
https://static.narando.com/audio/c501e16b-dabb-4659-82e9-c1be5da3a1ee.wav
https://www.poolartists.de/stimmen/
https://www.poolartists.de/stimmen/
https://www.poolartists.de/stimmen/
https://www.poolartists.de/stimmen/
https://static.narando.com/audio/453203a0-3f24-4bf7-bebd-6b0ae9789268.wav
https://www.poolartists.de/stimmen/
https://www.poolartists.de/stimmen/
https://soundcloud.com/janina-koetz
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Procedure and timings

* all other Native Audio Ads (3D, Dialogue, Storytelling, Advertorial and Extended Content) have lead times of at least 4 weeks

Publication

of the podcast

episode

Production 

of the Native 

Audio Ads

Installation 

of the spot 

by iq digital

Decision 

of the customer 

for a text

Approval 

of the audio ad

by the customer

Day 1 Day 2 to 5 Day 6 Day 7 to 9 Day 10 to 11 Day 12 to 14 Day 15

Briefing-Mail

Production of three 

podcast-spot-

Text samples
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Our services - your possibilities

Reporting Plus

◼ Excel Reporting 

+ advanced PowerPoint 

◼ Reporting on a daily basis (audio 

impressions, Unique User)

◼ Plus other KPIs: Gender Break, Age Break

◼ For podcast bookings from 25,000€ net 

included 

◼ Additionally bookable for 1,000€ net

◼ Excel Reporting 

+ advanced PowerPoint 

◼ Reporting on a daily basis (audio 

impressions, Unique User)

◼ Plus Gender Break, Age Break + 3 further 

KPIs according to individual agreement

◼ For podcast bookings from 75,000€ net 

included 

◼ Additionally bookable for 2,500€ net

Reporting Basic

◼ Excel Reporting

◼ Reporting on a daily basis (audio 

impressions)

◼ Included with every podcast booking 

Reporting Tailormade


